Blue Sky Scavenger Hunt

All answers to the clues can be found in Blue Sky. Some you can figure out in advance! Don’t forget photographic proof is needed for ALL clues.

When you think you have them all, contact Annie Ransom at (858) 668 4781 to arrange a time to verify your answers. The first 50 submissions earn a snazzy embroidered patch!

1. The first sign where a male deer and a grain have been combined.
2. I’m particularly pretty in the spring. Photograph any purple, yellow or pink flower.
3. There are a lot of us along the trail. Some of my species weep but not the ones in Blue Sky.
4. Photograph two contrasting shades of green together.
5. Mighty oaks from little ……… grow.
6. You often can’t see me as I’m usually under the dirt supporting the trees, but I do make an appearance here and there.
7. Sometimes I’m blue, sometimes I’m white, sometimes I’m grey and sometimes I’m all three. Look up!
8. I hop, I sing, I peck, I fly. We can be found all over Blue Sky!
9. A group of animals with six legs. Some of us buzz, some of us have wings, some of us sting. You might need to be fast to take a photo of me!
10. Time to measure up against the birds!
11. We slither, we coil, and we have no legs! There’s a sign showing how cool we are!
12. I can go over this speed when running but not when driving through the Reserve.
13. I am a sweet bush!
14. .... n' roll!

15. Find a twig that looks like a letter of the alphabet (“I” or “T” is not acceptable!).

16. An animal’s home. Bonus point if you can tell us what kind of animal lives there.

17. Leave No Trace is a wilderness rule, but I am permitted to leave these in Blue Sky.

18. My family name is Sambucus. A sweet or sour fruit for the older generation?

19. I lost it, you found it, now what should you do about it?

20. I once stood tall and straight
   But now my limbs have gone
   Use me if your tired,
   I don’t mind being sat upon

21. My other name, California Holly, can be found on the Creekside Trail

22. Photograph something that starts with the first letter of your last name but that isn’t an answer to any other clues!

23. It’s short and green and rhymes with glass
   Some are native and some are not, alas!

24. Hopefully this one is hard to find but when you do put it in the can!

25. At the second sign for Lake Ramona
   You can turn around
   No more clues beyond here
   This last clue you have found